# Canterbury Park Sheep Report

**Date**: 9 April 2019

## Prime Sheep

- **M G & L M Wood (Duvauchelle)** 11 2TH Ewes $148, **G & D Bevins (Loburn)** 28 Prime Ewes $125-$142, **H D & K Fraser (Takamatua)** 95 Prime Ewes $95-$156, **Bowron Partnership (Waiau)** 73 Prime Ewes $100-$146, **Hoban Trading (Waipata)** 28 2TH Ewes/Whethers $119-$137

A small yarding of Prime Sheep sold to a good market today, with medium weighted ewes selling exceptionally well. A pen of very heavy ewes topped the sale at $258.

**Top**: $258  
**Heavy**: $150-$180  
**Medium**: $130-$140  
**Light**: $90-$110

## Prime Lambs

- **S W Brannigan (Leeston)** 14 Prime Lambs $164-$174, **G D & V C (Rangiora)** 8 Prime Lambs $169-$173, **Corey Schumacher (Woodend)** 17 Prime Lambs $133-$157, **Okuku Farms LTD (Okuku)** 81 Prime Lambs $134-$136, **B J & P E Butterick (Kaituna)** 20 Prime Lambs $144-$169, **C A & L Smith (Springston)** 12 Prime Lambs $162-$171, **Bowron Partnership (Waiau)** 9 Prime Lambs $133-$187

## Store Lambs

- **F W Davidson** 59 M/S Lambs $115, **Stokes Farming (Oxford)** 105 M/S Lambs $110-$114, **Maungatui Farm (Greta Valley)** 148 M/S Lambs $83-$99, **Bowron Partnership (Waiau)** 30 M/S Lambs $100-$105, **Okuku Farms (Okuku)** 64 M/S Lambs $96-$121, **Marbak Family Trust (Christchurch)** 23 M/S Lambs $78

**Top**: $187  
**Heavy**: $160-$175  
**Medium**: $140-$155  
**Light**: $115-$135